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Abstract
The challenge in conserving energy in embedded real-time systems is to reduce power consumption while preserving temporal
correctness. Much research has focused on power conservation for the processor, while power conservation for I/O devices
has received little attention. In this paper, we analyze the problem of online energy-aware I/O scheduling for hard real-time
systems based on the preemptive periodic task model with non-preemptible shared resources. We extend the concept of device slack proposed in [2] to support non-preemptible shared resources; and propose an online energy-aware I/O scheduling
algorithm: Energy-efficient Device Scheduling with Non-preemptible Resources (EEDS NR). The EEDS NR algorithm utilizes device slack to perform device power state transitions to save energy, without jeopardizing temporal correctness. An
evaluation of the approach shows that it yields significant energy savings.

1. Introduction
In recent years, many embedded real-time systems have emerged with energy conservation requirements. Most of these
systems consist of a microprocessor with I/O devices and batteries with limited power capacity. Therefore, aggressive energy
conservation techniques are needed to extend their lifetimes. Traditionally, the research community has focused on processorbased power management techniques, with many articles published on processor energy conservation. On the other hand,
research of energy conservation with I/O devices has received little attention.
In practice, embedded systems are usually intended for a specific application. Such systems tend to be I/O intensive, and
many of them require real-time guarantees during operation [21]. I/O devices have been identified as the one of the major
energy consuming components in many real-time embedded systems. The focus of this paper, therefore, is to investigate
I/O-based energy conservation techniques for real-time embedded systems.
At the operating system (OS) level, I/O device energy can be saved by resource shutdown. That is, identifying time
intervals where I/O devices are not being used and switching these devices to low-power modes during these periods. Much
previous work (e.g., [17, 4, 18]) has been done on scheduling tasks to maximize system idle time, also known as system slack.
However, none of the previous work studied slack for scheduling I/O devices. Our study shows that the concept of system
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Figure 1. Device slack example. The periods of task T1 , task T2 and task T3 are 20, 20, 30 respectively;
and the worst case execution times for these tasks are 10, 6, 6 respectively. λk is used by T3 .

slack is not well suited for energy-efficient I/O device scheduling. Figure 1 shows an example to illustrate this problem. In
this example, the system utilization is 1, leaving no system slack for any job. However, the device λk can still be put into
sleep from time 0 to 14 without causing deadline misses.
In [2], we proposed a concept called device slack to represent the length of time that a device can be put in the low power
state without causing any job to miss its deadline. Based on the concept of device slack, we developed an online energyaware I/O device scheduling algorithm, i.e., Energy-efficient Device Scheduling (EEDS), for hard real-time systems based
on the fully preemptive periodic task model. However, as with other energy-efficient device scheduling algorithms for the
preemptive task model, EEDS does not support non-preemptible shared resources.
When performing preemptive scheduling with I/O devices, some I/O devices become important shared resources whose
access needs to be carefully managed. For example, a job that performs an uninterruptible I/O operation can block the
execution of all jobs with higher priorities. Thus the time for the uninterruptible I/O operation needs to be treated as a
non-preemptive resource access. Resource accessing policies need to be integrated into device scheduling.
The research of shared resources accessing policies is a mature field. Successful policies such as Basic Preemption-Ceiling
Protocol (BPCP) [7] and Stack Resource Policy (SRP) [1] have been well studied and applied in real-time systems. However,
the integration of existing resource accessing policies and device scheduling is not a trivial task. Directly applying such
policies can cause schedule anomalies. For example, with some needed device in the sleep state, a job may suspend itself
when it holds a non-preemptible resource, such as read/write buffers. This can enlarge the blocking time for higher priority
jobs and cause deadline misses.
In this paper, we extend the EEDS algorithm [2] to support non-preemptible shared resources. The new algorithm, i.e.,
Energy-efficient Device Scheduling with Non-preemptible Resources (EEDS NR), uses Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [6] to
schedule jobs, and BPCP [7]1 to control access to shared resources. Our study shows that BPCP is preferable to SRP in
terms of energy savings. To the best of our knowledge, EEDS NR is the first energy-efficient device scheduling algorithm for
preemptive task sets with non-preeptible shared resources.
1 BPCP

is different from the Priority-Ceiling Protocol (PCP), which uses the priority ceiling rather than preemption ceiling.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. The system model is presented in
Section 3. Section 4 reviews how BPCP works with EDF. Section 5 describes the proposed algorithms. Section 6 describes
how we evaluated our system and presents the results. Section 7 presents our conclusions and describes future work.

2. Related Work
Most Dynamic Power Management (DPM) techniques for devices are based on switching a device to a low power state (or
shutdown) during an idle interval. DPM techniques for I/O devices in non-real-time systems focus on switching the devices
into low power states based on various policies (e.g., [10, 8]). These strategies cannot be directly applied to real-time systems
because of their non-deterministic nature.
In [5, 26], researchers try to achieve system-wide energy savings including both processor energy and I/O device energy.
They made a simplified assumption that there is no energy penalty and delay for power state transition. Therefore, they used
an aggressive device scheduling algorithm, which turns off devices whenever they are not in use. However, this assumption is
not true for real-world I/O devices and the algorithm cannot be applied to hard real-time systems if devices that have non-zero
transition delays are used.
Some practical energy-aware I/O scheduling algorithms [19, 20, 21, 22] have been developed for hard real-time systems.
Among them, [19, 20, 21] are non-preemptive methods, which are known to have limitations. With non-preemptive scheduling, a higher priority task that has been released might have to wait a long time to run (until the current task gives up the CPU).
This reduces the set of tasks that the scheduler can support with hard temporal guarantees. For this reason, most commercial
real-time operating systems support preemptive task scheduling.
Maximum Device Overlap (MDO) [22] is an offline method for preemptive schedules. The MDO algorithm uses a realtime scheduling algorithm, e.g., EDF or RM, to generate a feasible real-time job schedule, and then iteratively swaps job
segments to reduce energy consumption in device power state transitions. After the heuristic-based job schedule is generated,
the device schedule is extracted. That is, device power state transition actions and times are recorded prior to runtime and
used at runtime.
A deficiency of the MDO algorithm is that it does not explicitly address the issue of resource blocking. It is usually
impossible to estimate when a resource blocking will happen at the offline phase. Thus it is hard to integrate a resource
accessing policy into MDO. Another problem with MDO is that it does not consider the situation when job executions are
less than their WCET; the schedule is generated with jobs’ WCET. Even without resource blocking, the actual job executions
can be very different from the pre-generated job schedule. A fixed device schedule cannot effectively adapt to actual job
executions.
In [2], we proposed an online energy-aware I/O device scheduling algorithm, i.e., EEDS, for hard real-time systems based
on the fully preemptive periodic task model. EEDS provides more flexibility when compared to MDO. However, EEDS does
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not support non-preemptible shared resource either.
The EEDS NR algorithm proposed in this paper removes these drawbacks. As an online scheduling algorithm, EEDS NR
is flexible enough to adapt to changes in the operating environment, such as early job completions. By deliberately scheduling
the task execution as well as device power state changes, EEDS NR achieves significant energy savings for task sets that have
feasible preemptive schedules with blocking for shared resources. To the best of our knowledge, no previous publication has
addressed this problem.

3. System model
In this section, we briefly discuss the device and task models that we have used in our work.

3.1. Device model
Modern I/O devices usually have at least two power modes: active and sleep. I/O operations can be only performed on
a device in active state, and a transition delay is incurred to switch a device between power modes. In a real-time system,
in order to guarantee that jobs will meet their deadlines, a device cannot be put in sleep mode without knowing when it will
be requested by a job, but, the precise time at which an application requests the operating system for a device is usually not
known. Even without knowing the exact time at which requests are made, we can safely assume that devices are requested
within the time of execution of the job making the request. As a result, our method is based on inter-task device scheduling.
That is, the scheduler does not put devices to sleep while tasks that require them are being executed, even though there are no
pending I/O requests at that time.
Associated with a device λi are the following parameters: the transition time from the sleep state to the active state
represented by twu (λi ); the transition time from the active state to the sleep state represented by tsd (λi ); the energy consumed
per unit time in the active/sleep state represented by Pa (λi )/Ps (λi ) respectively; the energy consumed per unit time during
the transition from the active state to the sleep state represented by Psd (λi ); and the energy consumed per unit time during
the transition from the sleep state to the active state represented by Pwu (λi ). We assume that for any device, the state switch
can only be performed when the device is in a stable state, i.e. the sleep state or the active state.

3.2. Task model
Given a periodic task set with deadlines equal to periods, τ = {T1 , T2 , ...Tn }, let task Ti be specified by the four tuple (P (Ti ), W (Ti ), Dev(Ti ), Res(Ti )) where, P (Ti ) is the period, W (Ti ) is the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET),
Dev(Ti ) = {λ1 , λ2 , ..., λm } is the set of required devices for the task Ti , and Res(Ti ) = {res1 , res2 , ...resn } is the set of
resources required by the task. Note that Dev(Ti ) specifies physical devices required by a task Ti , while Res(Ti ) specifies
how these devices appear as shared resources to task Ti . A non-preemptive device may appear as a shared resource with
different access times to different tasks; and a preemptive device may be included in Dev(Ti ) but not in Res(Ti ).
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Figure 2. Device λk is required by J3,1 and is in the sleep state during time [6, 14]. J2,1 and J3,1 require
a non-preemptible shared resource res, which is represented by the dark section.

Let i be the index of Ti . We refer to the j th job of a task Ti as Ji,j . The release time and the deadline of Ji,j is denoted
by R(Ji,j ) and D(Ji,j ). We let Dev(Ji,j ) denote the set of devices that are required by Ji,j . Throughout this paper, we have
Dev(Ji,j )=Dev(Ti ). The priorities of all jobs are based on EDF. For any two jobs, the job with the earlier deadline has a
higher priority. If two jobs have equivalent deadlines, the job with the earlier release time has a higher priority. In case that
both deadline and release times are equal, the job belonging to the task with a smaller index has the higher priority. In this
way, the priority of any job is unique. The priority of a job Ji,j is denoted by P r(Ji,j ). Note that P r(Ji,j ) is not changed
during execution, though the actual priority may change due to priority inheritance with BPCP. Let P rdyn (Ji,j , t) be the
actual priority of job Ji,j at time t. P rdyn (Ji,j , t) is equal to P r(Ji,j ) at the time Ji,j is released.
With BPCP, each task Ti is assigned a preemption level P L(Ti ), which can be the reciprocal of the period of the task. All
jobs of a task have the same preemption level as that of the task. A job with a lower preemption level cannot preempt a job
with a higher preemption level. The preemption ceiling of any resource resi is the highest preemption level of all the tasks
that require resi . Let P Lhigh (Ji,j , t) be the highest preemption level ceiling of all the resources that are held by job Ji,j at
time t. The maximal length that a job of task Tk can be blocked is represented by B(Tk ).

4. Review of BPCP
BPCP [7] is used in EEDS NR to control access to shared resources. BPCP is a non-stack version of the well known SRP
[1]. In systems without device scheduling, SRP is preferable to BPCP because it can reduce the number of context switches.
However, BPCP is chosen in this work because it is more energy efficient than SRP. The reason will be discussed shortly.
As discussed before, P L(Ti ) represents the preemption level of Ti . The preemption ceiling of any resource resi is the
highest preemption level of all the tasks that require resi . Let Π(t) be the current ceiling of the system, which is the highestpreemption level ceiling of all the resources that are in use at time t. The rules of BPCP were stated in [7] as follows.

1. “Scheduling Rule: At its release time t, the current priority of every job J is equal to its assigned priority. The job
remains at this priority except under the condition stated in rule 3. Every ready job J is scheduled preemptively and in
5

a priority-driven manner at its current priority.”
2. “Allocation Rule: Whenever a job J requests resource res at time t , if res is held by another job, J’s request fails, and
J becomes blocked. On the other hand, if res is free, one of the following two conditions occurs:
(i) If J’s preemption level P L(J) is higher than the current preemption ceiling Π(t) of the system, res is allocated to
J.
(ii) If J’s preemption level P L(J) is not higher than the ceiling Π(t) of the system, res is allocated to J only if J is
the job holding the resource(s) whose preemption ceiling is equal to Π(t); otherwise, J’s request is denied, and J
becomes blocked.”
3. “Priority-Inheritance Rule: When J becomes blocked, the job Jlow which blocks J inherits the current priority of J.
Jlow executes at its inherited priority until the time when it releases every resource whose preemption ceiling is equal
to or higher than P L(J); at that time, the priority of Jlow returns to its priority at the time when it was granted the
resource(s).”
A major difference between SRP and BPCP is: with SRP, a job is blocked from starting execution until its preemption level
is higher than the current ceiling Π(t) of the system. With BPCP, a job is blocked only when it actually requires resources.
That is, BPCP delays the blocking as late as possible. In a system without device scheduling, the response time of individual
jobs is similar for both BPCP and SRP. But this is not true with device scheduling, in which jobs can be suspended because
needed devices are in the sleep state.
To better illustrate this problem, consider the example shown in Figure 2. Both J2,1 and J3,1 require a non-preemptible
shared resource res. Device λk is required by J3,1 . J1,1 and J2,1 are released at time 6. Moreover, J1,1 preempts J3,1 at time
6. Therefore, device λk is put in the sleep state to save energy, while all jobs can still meet their deadlines. In this example,
BPCP reduces the response time of both jobs by utilizing the time that job J2,1 suspends. It follows that more device energy
is also saved with BPCP than with SRP.

5. Algorithm
As discussed before, EEDS NR performs inter-task device scheduling rather than intra-task device scheduling. This approach is adopted by most real-time I/O device scheduling algorithms.
An energy-aware I/O device scheduler needs to identify and even create idle intervals where I/O devices can be put in the
sleep mode while not violating temporal correctness. The idle interval is called device slack. We first give a brief review of
device slack, as proposed in [2]; then extend the computation of device slack to support non-preemptible shared resources.
Definition 5.1. Job slack. The job slack of a job Ji,j is the available time for Ji,j to suspend its execution without causing
any job to miss its deadline. The job slack of Ji,j at time t is denoted by JS(Ji,j , t).
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Definition 5.2. Current job. Let CurJob(Ti , t) denote the current job of task Ti at time t. Suppose job Ji,j is the last released
job of task Ti at time t. The current job of Ti is Ji,j if Ji,j is not finished at or before time t; otherwise the current job of Ti
is Ji,j+1 .
Each device is associated with a device slack, which represents the available time for a device to sleep. The device slack is
defined as follows.
Definition 5.3. Device slack. The device slack is the length of time that a device λk can be inactive2 without causing any job
to miss its deadline. We let DS(λk , t) denote the device slack for a device λk at time t. With the definition of job slack and
current job, DS(λk , t) can be given by
DS(λk , t) = min(JS(CurJob(Ti , t), t))

(1)

where Ti is any task that requires λk .

5.1. Computing job slack
It can be seen from Equation (1) that the computation of device slack is straightforward if the job slack of all jobs are
known. In [2], the run-time is used to compute the job slack. The concept of run-time comes from known techniques [4, 25],
denoting the time budget allocated to each job. The core idea is that a job is allowed to use its own run-time as well as the
run-time from higher priority jobs. Therefore, over-provisioned run-time can be used to prolong job slack. But this algorithm
is not applicable when non-preemptible shared resources are present.
In the remainder of this section, we present the computation of job slack for task sets with non-preemptible shared resources. The method is based on [2] with important enhancements to guarantee temporal correctness when non-preemptible
shared resources are present. As with [2], there are two sources for the job slack: (1) the job slack from the available run-time;
and (2) the job slack from the latest eligible time.

5.1.1. Job slack from the available run-time
Let init rt(Ti ) denote the initial run-time assigned to each job of task Ti . Suppose a set of periodic tasks T = T1 ; T2 ; T3 ; . . . Tn
are sorted by their periods, and
∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

k
X
W (Ti )
B(Tk )
+
≤ 1,
P
(T
P (Tk )
i)
i=1

(2)

where B(Tk ) is the maximal length that a job in Tk can be blocked. In Section 5.3, we will prove that Equation (2) is a
sufficient schedulability condition for EEDS NR. The initial run-time assigned to each task is subject to
init rt(Ji,j ) ≥ W (Ji,j )
2 inactive

means that a device is either in the sleep mode or is in the middle of a power mode transition.
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At any time t:
//Jexec is the current running job at time t.
If (t: a new job Ji,j arrives)
Insert to RT (init rt(Ji,j ), P r(Ji,j ));
End If
If (t: P rdyn (Jexec , t) > P r(Jexec ) &&
P r(rt0 ) = P rdyn (Jexec , t))
rt(Jexec ) ← rt(Jexec ) − 1;
If (rt(Jexec ) = 0)
Remove f rom RT (rt(Jexec ));
End If
Else
rt0 ← rt0 − 1;
If (rt0 = 0)
Remove f rom RT (rt0 );
End If
End If
rt0 ← the head of RT-list;
End

Figure 3. The algorithm to update run-time list with non-preemptible shared resources.
n
X
init rt(Ti )
=1
P (Ti )
i=1

∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

k
X
init rt(Ti )
B(Tk )
+
≤ 1,
P
(T
P (Tk )
i)
i=1

(4)

(5)

Equation (3) makes sure that each job is assigned a sufficient initial run-time; Equation (4) fully utilizes the system capability
without overloading the system; and Equation (5) guarantees that this initial assignment is consistent with the sufficient
schedulablility condition for EEDS NR.
There is at least one solution for the above equations. It is known that with EDF (BPCP), a job of the task with the
longest period cannot be blocked by jobs of other tasks [7]. It follows that the blocking time for any job of the task with
the longest period is 0. Therefore, a solution for the above equations can be: ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, init rt(Ti ) = W (Ti );
Pn−1
and init rt(Tn ) = P (Tn ) × (1 − i=1 (init rt(Ti )/P (Ti ))). Usually more than one solution exists. Systems may achieve
different energy savings with different initial run-time assignments to tasks. Generally speaking, enlarging the initial run-time
for short-period tasks will result in frequent short job slacks; while enlarging the initial run-time for long-period tasks will
result in fewer but longer job slacks. The latter initial run-time assignment strategy is adopted in the evaluation of this work.
As with [2], the run-time of a job Ji,j has a priority and a deadline which are set equal to the job’s priority and deadline,
i.e., P r(Ji,j ) and D(Ji,j ). The priority of each job is unique as discussed in Section 3. When a job Ji,j is released, the
associated initial run-time is inserted into a run-time list (RT-list), in which run-times are sorted by their priorities with the
highest priority run-time at the head of the RT-list. The available run-time for a job Ji,j denotes the sum of all higher priority
run-times in the RT-list and the run-time associated with Ji,j itself. Note that a run-time is inserted into the RT-list only when
the associated job is released. Therefore, the run-time associated with Ji,j is available for only Ji,j before the release of Ji,j ;
and is available for all jobs with priorities no higher than P r(Ji,j ) when Ji,j is released.
The following notation is used in the algorithm, as in [2]:
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Figure 4. Job slack examples. T1 = {20, 6, ∅, ∅}; T2 = {30, 6, ∅, ∅}}. (a) J1,1 and J2,1 both are released at
time 0; (b) J1,1 is released at time 0 and J2,1 is released at time 10.

• rti : the ith run-time in the RT-list, with rt0 representing the head of the RT-list.
• rt(Ji,j ): the run-time associated with Ji,j .
• P r(rti ): the priority of the run-time rti .
• Re (Ji,j , t): the worst case residual execution time of job Ji,j at time t.
• Rr (Ji,j , t): the available run-time for job Ji,j , which is given by

P

rti + rt(Ji,j ).

P r(rti )>P r(Ji,j )

The algorithm to update the run-time list with non-preemptible shared resources is presented in Figure 3. In general, the
run-time in the run-time list is reduced by 1 from the head of run-time list (rt0 ) at each system tick. However, when a job
Jexec occupies the CPU by blocking a higher priority job Jhigh , it inherits the priority of Jhigh . Accordingly, the run-time
with the length of the blocking section should be moved from the run-time associated with Jexec (rt(Jexec )) to the run-time
associated with Jhigh (rt(Jhigh )). However, the length of the actual blocking section is usually unknown, and it could be
more complex when Jexec blocks a higher priority job that is released later or more than one resource is used. Therefore, the
algorithm works as follows:
1. When the current running job Jexec blocks some higher priority job at time t, Jexec inherits the priority of the blocked
job, say Jhigh . It follows that P rdyn (Jexec , t) = P r(Jhigh ) > P r(Jexec ). If rt0 is the run-time associated with job
Jhigh (line 6), then the execution of Jexec should consume the run-time associated with Jexec (line 7). Otherwise the
run-time is consumed from the head of the RT-list (line 12).
2. When Jexec does not block any job at time t, the run-time is always consumed from the head of the RT-list (line 12).
Note that Jexec can be the idle job.
If a run-time is depleted, the item is removed from the run-time list (lines 9,14).
Now we are ready to present the computation of the job slack from the available run-time. At time t, a job Ji,j is in a
fully-preemptible section if it holds no resource; otherwise it is in a resource accessing section. We have shown in [2] that
a job can safely suspend its execution as long as its available run-time is larger than its residual execution time when it is in
a fully-preemptible section. On the other hand, when a job is in a resource accessing section, the delay of its execution may
block higher priority jobs and cause deadline misses. The solution to this problem is to treat the job execution in the resource
accessing region as a high priority job and compute the job slack accordingly.
9

Therefore, the job slack from the available run-time of a job is given in two cases:
1. Job Ji,j is in a fully-preemptible section at time t. This is the case presented in [2]. The job slack is the available
run-time for the job minus the residual execution time. That is,
JS(Ji,j , t) = Rr (Ji,j , t) − Re (Ji,j , t)

(6)

2. Job Ji,j is in a resource accessing section at time t. Let P Lhigh (Ji,j , t) be the highest preemption level ceiling of all
the resources that are held by job Ji,j at time t. According to EDF (BPCP), a job Jhigh can be blocked by Ji,j only
if P L(Jhigh ) ≤ P Lhigh (Ji,j , t). To ensure system schedulability, the job slack of job Ji,j at time t is the minimal
job slack of all jobs that could be blocked by Ji,j . Therefore, the job slack of a job when it is in a resource accessing
section can be given by
JS(Ji,j , t) = min(JS(Jx,y , t)),
∀Jx,y , P L(Ji,j ) ≤ P L(Jx,y ) ≤ P Lhigh (Ji,j , t)

(7)

Note the preemption level of a task is fixed and is the same for all of its jobs. With pre-computation at the offline phase,
the search for Jx,y in Equation (7) can be done in O(1) time online. Here we need to clarify that the above method
identifies a superset of all jobs that can be blocked by a job Ji,j . A more accurate method to identify such a job set (and
hence identify more available job slack) exists, but is more complex.
The example shown in Figure 4(a) illustrates how run-time contributes to job slack. Both jobs are released at time 0.
The initial run-time assigned to J1,1 is 6 and the initial run-time assigned to J2,1 is 21. The job slack for J2,1 is the sum of
available run-time minus the residual execution time of J2,1 , which is 6 + 21 − 6 = 21 according to Equation (6).
5.1.2. Job slack from the latest eligible time
There is another source of job slack, as introduced in [2]. A job can only start execution when it is released. So if the current
time t is less than the job release time R(Ji,j ), then the time interval [t, R(Ji,j )] can be seen as job slack. Furthermore, a job is
assigned an initial run-time of init rt(Ji,j ), which will produce at least init rt(Ji,j ) − W (Ji,j ) unused run-time. Therefore,
it is known that a job can start its execution as late as R(Ji,j ) + init rt(Ji,j ) − W (Ji,j ), which is called its latest eligible
time and is defined as follows:
Definition 5.4. Latest eligible time. The latest eligible time for a job Ji,j is given by
LT (Ji,j ) = R(Ji,j ) + init rt(Ji,j ) − W (Ji,j ).

A job can become eligible for execution as late as its latest eligible time without causing any job to miss its deadline.
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(8)

The job slack coming from the latest eligible time is given by
JS(Ji,j , t) = LT (Ji,j ) − t

(9)

A unreleased job cannot hold any resources. Therefore, considering Equations (6) and (9), the job slack of a job Ji,j that
is in a fully preemptible section is given by
JS(Ji,j , t) = max(LT (Ji,j ) − t, Rr (Ji,j , t) − Re (Ji,j , t))

(10)

Figure 4(b) shows an example of the job slack coming from the latest eligible time. J1,1 is released at 0 and J2,1 is released
at 10. At time 0, the job slack of J2,1 coming from run-time is 21 according to Equation (6). However, the job slack coming
from its latest eligible time is 25 according to Equation (9). Therefore, the job slack of J2,1 is the larger of the two, which is
25.
In summary, the job slack of a job can be computed by Equation (10) if the job is in a fully-preemptible section at the time
of computation; otherwise it should be computed by Equation (7). The job slack is increased when a new job is released or a
resource is released.

5.2. The EEDS NR algorithm
Now we are ready to present the EEDS NR algorithm. Algorithm EEDS NR consists of two parts: job scheduling and
device scheduling. The job scheduling is presented in Section 5.2.1 and device scheduling is presented in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1. Job scheduling
The job scheduling in EEDS NR becomes a big challenge when cooperating with device scheduling. Device scheduling can
cause basic characteristics of the BPCP policy being violated, resulting in deadline misses.
To better illustrate this problem, consider the example shown in Figure 5. In this example, task T1 = {16, 10, ∅, {res1 }}
and task T2 = {24, 2, {λk }, {res1 }}, both need the non-preemptible resource res1 during their execution. The first jobs of
T1 and T2 are released at time 0. According to their deadlines, we have P r(J1,1 ) > P r(J2,1 ) > P r(J1,2 ). T1 is assigned an
initial run-time of 10 and T2 is assigned an initial run-time of 9. Device λk is required by T2 . According to the device slack
computation discussed before, the device slack of λk is 17 at time 0. Thus the device is put in the sleep state during [0, 17].
At time 16, J1,2 is released and is allocated the resource res1 since the resource res1 is free and the preemption level of J1,2
is higher than the current ceiling of the system. As shown in the example, J2,1 is blocked and misses its deadline. On the
other hand, if the request of J1,2 for resource res1 is denied at time 16, then both jobs can meet their deadlines.
The root of this problem is that device scheduling can cause a low priority job to acquire unexpected resources. For the
above example, J1,2 cannot get the resource res1 before J2,1 without device scheduling. Therefore, the resource allocation
rule of BPCP, which is discussed in Section 4, is modified as:
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Figure 5. An example of the scheduling anomalies caused by the device scheduling.
{16, 10, ∅, {res1 }}; T2 = {24, 2, {λk }, {res1 }}.

T1 =

Allocation Rule: Whenever a job J requests resource res at time t, if res is held by another job, J’s request fails, and J
becomes blocked. On the other hand, if res is free, one of the following two conditions occurs:
(i) If J’s preemption level P L(J) is higher than the current preemption ceiling Π(t) of the system, res is allocated to
J only if there is no run-time in the run-time list with a priority higher than P rdyn (J, t); otherwise, J’s request is
denied, and J becomes blocked.
(ii) If J’s preemption level P L(J) is not higher than the ceiling Π(t) of the system, res is allocated to J only if J is
the job holding the resource(s) whose preemption ceiling is equal to Π(t); otherwise, J’s request is denied, and J
becomes blocked.
The modification was made in case (i) of the allocation rule to make sure that a lower priority job cannot create unexpected
resource blocking. In the above example, J1,2 cannot acquire the resource with the new allocation rule because the run-time
associated with J2,1 has a higher priority.
The job scheduler of EEDS NR chooses the running job Jexec with the highest priority (P rdyn (Jexec , t)) from all jobs
that are not blocked and with all needed devices being active. The temporal correctness of this scheduling algorithm is proved
in Section 5.3.

5.2.2. Device scheduling
Because of the energy penalty associated with a power state transition, a device needs to be put in the sleep mode long enough
to save energy. Break-even time represents the minimum inactivity time required to compensate for the cost of entering and
exiting the idle state. Let BE(λi ) denote the break-even time of device λi . By knowing the energy expended for transitions,
Ewu (λk ) = Pwu (λk ) × twu (λk ) and Esd (λk ) = Psd (λk ) × tsd (λk ), as well as the transition delay tsw = twu (λk ) + tsd (λk ),
we can calculate the break-even time, BE(λk ), as
Pa × BE(λk ) = Ewu (λk ) + Esd (λk ) + Ps × (BE(λk ) − tsw (λk ))
=⇒BE(λk ) =

Ewu (λk ) + Esd (λk ) − Ps (λk ) × tsw (λk )
Pa (λk ) − Ps (λk )
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Schedule devices at time t: (1)job release; (2)job completion; (3) new resource allocation;
(4) old resource release; (5) the timer to reactivate a device is reached.
// Jexec is the currently running job.
If (t: ∃λk , λk ∈
/ Dev(Jexec ) && λk = active
&& DS(λk , t) > BE(λk ))
λk ← sleep;
// U p(λk ) is the timer set to reactivate λk .
U p(λk ) ← t + DS(λk , t) − twu (λk );
End If
// Update U p(λk ) for sleeping devices.
If (t: ∃λk , λk = sleep && t + DS(λk , t) − twu (λk ) > U p(λk ))
U p(λk ) ← t + DS(λk , t) − twu (λk );
End If
// Reactivate λk when the timer is reached.
If (t: ∃λk , λk = sleep && U p(λk ) = t)
λk ← active;
End If
End

Figure 6. Device scheduling of EEDS NR.
Note that the break-even time has to be larger than the transition delay, i.e., tsw (λk ). So the break-even time is given by

BE(λk ) = M ax(tsw (λk ),

Ewu (λk ) + Esd (λk ) − Ps (λk ) × tsw (λk )
)
Pa (λk ) − Ps (λk )

(11)

It is clear that if a device is idle for less than the break-even time, it is not worth performing the state switch. Therefore,
our approach makes decisions of device state transition based on the break-even time rather than device state transition delay.
The device scheduling portion of EEDS NR is actually the same as EEDS in [2], as shown in Figure 6. EEDS NR keeps
track of device slack for each device. Once a device is not required by the currently running job and the device slack is larger
than the break-even time, the scheduler puts the device in the sleep mode to save energy (lines 2-3). At the same time, a timer
is set to reactivate the device in the future (line 5). In case that the device slack for a sleeping device is increased (lines 8-10),
the timer is updated accordingly. This situation could happen when a new job releases. A sleeping device is reactivated in
case the wake up timer is reached (lines 12-14).

5.3. Schedulability
This section presents a sufficient schedulability condition for the EEDS NR scheduling algorithm. The condition is the
same condition used for the EDF algorithm with SRP [1]:
Theorem 5.1. Suppose a set of periodic tasks T = T1 ; T2 ; T3 ; . . . Tn are sorted by their periods. They are schedulable by
EEDS NR if
∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

k
X
W (Ti )
i=1

P (Ti )

+

B(Tk )
≤ 1,
P (Tk )

(12)

where B(Tk ) is the maximal length that a job in Tk can be blocked, which is caused by accessing non-preemptive resources
including I/O device resources and non I/O device resources. Note that device state transition delay is not included. That is,
for each task Tk , B(Tk ) is the same for EEDS NR and EDF (BPCP).
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The following lemmas are required before we can actually prove Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. With EEDS NR, a device λk is in the active state when the device slack of λk is 0.
Proof: Suppose that the lemma is false. Let t be the first time that device λk is inactive while the device slack of λk is 0.
That is, DS(λk , t) = 0. According to the device scheduling algorithm of EEDS NR, there must be at least one time instance
before t at which a timer is set to reactivate λk . Let t0 be the last instance of such time instances. It follows that the timer to
reactivate λk is t0 + DS(λk , t0 ) − twu (λk ). Since λk is inactivate at time t, we have

t0 + DS(λk , t0 ) > t =⇒ DS(λk , t0 ) − DS(λk , t) > t − t0

Therefore, at some time during [t0 , t), the device slack of λk must be reduced faster than 1 per system tick. Let t1 , t0 ≤ t1 < t
be such a time instance. That is, DS(λk , t1 + 1) < DS(λk , t1 ) − 1.
According to the definition of device slack (Definition 5.3), the device slack of λk is the minimal job slack of all jobs
requiring λk . Thus the job slack of a job that requires λk must be decreased more than 1 at time t1 . Let Ji,j be such a job.
That is, JS(Ji,j , t1 + 1) < JS(Ji,j , t1 ) − 1. It is easy to see that Ji,j cannot execute during [t1 , t1 + 1] because λk is inactive.
Therefore, Ji,j can be either in a fully-preemptible section or in a resource accessing section during [t1 , t1 + 1]. We discuss
it in these two cases.
Case 1 Ji,j is in a fully-preemptible section. According to Equation (10), the job slack of Ji,j at time t1 is the larger of
Rr (Ji,j , t1 ) − Re (Ji,j , t1 ) and LT (Ji,j ) − t. It is easy to see that both items can be reduced at most by 1 per system
tick. Therefore, in this case we have JS(Ji,j , t1 + 1) ≥ JS(Ji,j , t1 ) − 1.
Case 2 Ji,j is in a resource accessing section. In this case, the job slack of job Ji,j is the minimal job slack of all jobs that
can be blocked by Ji,j . Suppose the set of jobs that can be blocked by Ji,j is α. For any job Jx,y ∈ α, we have
P L(Ji,j ) ≤ P L(Jx,y ) ≤ P Lhigh (Ji,j , t1 ), as presented in Equation (7). Furthermore, for any job Jx,y ∈ α, Jx,y
must be in a fully-preemptible section during [t1 , t1 + 1]. Otherwise, either (1) Jx,y is allocated a resource when Ji,j
is holding a resource with a preemption ceiling level (P Lhigh (Ji,j , t1 )) no lower than the preemption level of Jx,y
(P L(Jx,y )); or (2) Ji,j is allocated a resource when Jx,y is holding a resource with a preemption ceiling level (higher
than or equal to P L(Jx,y )) no lower than the preemption level of Ji,j (P L(Ji,j )). Both cases violate the resource
allocation rule of EEDS NR.
Since Jx,y is in a fully-preemptible section during [t1 , t1 + 1], the job slack of Jx,y can be decreased by at most 1
during [t1 , t1 + 1] as discussed in the first case. It follows that the job slack of Ji,j can be decreased by at most 1 during
[t1 , t1 + 1].
Thus each case leads to a contradiction. This completes our proof of Lemma 5.2.
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Lemma 5.3. Let rt(Ji,j ) be the run-time associated with Ji,j . With the EEDS NR algorithm, rt(Ji,j ) is no less than the
worst case residual execution time of job Ji,j at any time t. That is, rt(Ji,j ) ≥ Re (Ji,j , t).
Proof: Suppose that the lemma is false. Let t be the first time that the run-time associated with a job is less than the worst
case residual execution time of the job. Let Ji,j be the job with the highest priority of such jobs.
It is obvious that the lemma is true for an unreleased job Ji,j since init rt(Ji,j ) ≥ W CET (Ji,j ). Thus here we let Ji,j
be a released job. It is known that rt(Ji,j ) = init rt(Ji,j ) ≥ W CET (Ji,j ) at time R(Ji,j ). It follows that t > R(Ji,j ).
By the choice of t, the run-time associated with Ji,j is equal to the worst case residual execution time of Ji,j at time t − 1.
That is, rt(Ji,j ) = Re (Ji,j , t − 1) at time t − 1.
rt(Ji,j ) can be reduced during [t − 1, t] in two cases: (1) rt(Ji,j ) is at the head of RT-list at time t − 1 and is consumed
by job execution; (2) Ji,j blocks a higher priority job and there is no run-time in the run-time list with a priority higher than
P rdyn (Ji,j , t − 1). Next we proceed with our proof in these two cases.
Case 1: rt(Ji,j ) is at the head of RT-list at time t − 1 and is consumed by job execution;. Let Jexec be the job that executes
during [t − 1, t], then Jexec can only be one of the following three cases:
Case i: Jexec is Ji,j . In this case, Re (Ji,j , t − 1) = Re (Ji,j , t) − 1. Therefore, rt(Ji,j ) = Re (Ji,j , t) at time t. It
contradicts our assumption of t.
Case ii: Jexec is a lower priority job or the CPU is idle. Since rt(Ji,j ) is at the head of RT-list and rt(Ji,j ) =
Re (Ji,j , t − 1) at time t − 1, the job slack of Ji,j is 0 at time t − 1. It follows all devices needed by Ji,j are active
at t − 1. Thus Ji,j is in the ready queue at time t − 1. Jexec can execute during [t − 1, t] only if Ji,j is blocked in
[t − 1, t] by a lower priority job. We discuss it in two cases: (a) Jexec is the blocking job; and (b) Jexec is not the
blocking job.
Case a: Jexec blocks Ji,j . in this case, Jexec inherit the priority of Ji,j and there is no run-time with priority
higher than P rdyn (Jexec , t − 1). Thus the execution of Jexec consumes its own run-time, while rt(Ji,j )
remains unchanged. This contradicts our definition of t.
Case b: Jexec is not the blocking job. Let Jlow be the job that blocks Ji,j at time t − 1. Since the job slack of
Ji,j is 0 and Ji,j is blocked by Jlow , the job slack of Jlow should also be 0 at time t − 1 according to the job
slack computation discussed in Section 5.1. It follows that the device slack of all devices used by Jlow are
0. Thus all devices used by Jlow are active according to Lemma 5.2. In this case, Jexec cannot execute since
Jlow inherits the priority of Ji,j , which is the highest priority of all jobs in the system.
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Case iii: Jexec is a higher priority job. In this case, the execution of Jexec consumes the run-time associated with Ji,j .
It follows that there is no available run-time for Jexec at time t − 1. This contradicts the assumption that Ji,j is
the first job with no available run-time.
Case 2: Ji,j blocks a higher priority job and there is no run-time has a priority higher than P rdyn (Ji,j , t − 1). In this
case, the execution of Jexec consumes its own run-time. It follows that Re (Ji,j , t − 1) = Re (Ji,j , t) − 1. Therefore,
rt(Ji,j ) = Re (Ji,j , t) at time t. This contradicts our assumption of t.
Thus each case leads to a contradiction. This completes our proof of Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.4. With the EEDS NR algorithm, the run-time available to a job Ji,j is depleted at or before its deadline if
Equation (12) holds.
Proof: We first show that any run-time must be depleted at or before its own deadline. Suppose the claim is false. Let t be
the first time that a run-time rtx is not depleted at its deadline. Let t0 be the last instance before t at which there is no run-time
with the priority higher than or equal to P r(rtx ) in the RT-list. Since there is no run-time before the system start time 0, t0 is
well defined.
By the choice of t0 , there is always run-time with priority higher than or equal to P r(rtx ) during [t0 , t]. Let α be the set of
these run-times. These run-times are generated by the releasing of jobs that have priorities higher than or equal to P r(rtx ).
Let ρ denote the set of such jobs and let Jlong be the job with the longest relative deadline in ρ. Assume Jlong is a job of
a task Tk . It is clear that the relative deadlines of all jobs in ρ are less than or equal to t − t0 . The sum of run-times with
priorities higher than or equal to P r(rtx ) generated during [t0 , t] is
X
rti ∈α

rti =

k
X

⌊(t − t0 )/Ti )⌋ × init rt(Ti )

(13)

i=1

It is possible that, at some time during [t0 , t], the execution of a job does not consume the run-time with the priority higher
than or equal to P r(rtx ). This could happen only when a job Jblocking (Jblocking ∈
/ ρ) blocks a job in ρ. By the choice of ρ,
the deadline of Jblocking is larger than t. According to EEDS NR, Jblocking must be released before t0 because a low priority
job cannot acquire new resources other than resources that it already held when there are pending higher priority run-times.
Furthermore, there is at most one such job (Jblocking ) that is not in ρ and can block a job in ρ. This conclusion can be proved
as follows:
Suppose there are two blocking jobs, Ja and Jb . Both of them must have been released before t0 and have deadlines
larger than t. They must have been holding resources at t0 , and since they are blocking some job(s) in ρ, these resources
must have ceilings higher than or equal to P L(Jlong ), which has the lowest preemption level of all jobs in ρ. Without loss of
generality, we let Jb be the first job that acquired a resource resi whose ceiling is higher than or equal to P L(Jlong ). Since
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Device
Realtek Ethernet Chip [12]
MaxStream wireless module [11]
IBM Microdrive [16]
SST Flash SST39LF020 [15]
SimpleTech Flash Card [14]

Pa (W )
0.187
0.75
1.3
0.125
0.225

Ps (W )
0.085
0.005
0.1
0.001
0.02

Pwu , Psd (W )
0.125
0.1
0.5
0.05
0.1

twu , tsd (ms)3
10
40
12
1
2

Table 1. Device Specifications.
P L(Ja ) < P L(Jlong ), Ja should be blocked by Jb . We get the desired contradiction. Therefore, there can be at most one
job that blocks any job in ρ.
The total length of time that Jblocking executes in [t0 , t] is bounded by the longest time Jblocking uses a resource. This is
bounded by B(Ji,j ) for each job Ji,j in ρ. In particular, the maximum execution time of Jblocking in [t0 , t] is bounded by
B(Jlong ), where Jlong is the job with the longest relative deadline in ρ. As before, let Jlong be a job of the task Tk . At other
times during [t0 , t], the execution of jobs always consumes the run-time in α.
Since the run-time rtx is not depleted at its deadline, the sum of run-times in α must be greater than the run-times in α
consumed in [t0 , t]. Therefore,
Pk

i=1 ⌊(t

=⇒

− t0 )/P (Ti )⌋ × init rt(Ti ) > (t − t0 ) − B(Tk )
Pk

i=1

init rt(Ti )/P (Ti ) + B(Tk )/Pk > 1

(14)

This contradicts the assignment of initial run-times. Therefore, a run-time is depleted at or before its deadline. Since any
run-time available to a job Ji,j has earlier or equal deadlines, they are all depleted by D(Ji,j ).
Proof of Theorem 5.1:
Suppose the claim is false. Let Ji,j be the first job that misses its deadline at D(Ji,j ). According to Lemma 5.3, the
available run-time to Ji,j at time D(Ji,j ) must be larger than 0. However, this contradicts Lemma 5.4 because the run-time
available to Ji,j should be depleted at D(Ji,j ). This completes our proof.

6. Evaluation
We evaluated the EEDS NR algorithm using an event-driven simulator. This approach is consistent with evaluation approaches adopted by other researchers for energy-aware I/O scheduling [19, 21, 20]. Since there is no previously studied
energy-efficient I/O device scheduling algorithm for preemptive tasks with non-preemptible shared resources, we cannot directly compare EEDS NR with others. However, to better evaluate the EEDS NR algorithm, we compute the minimal energy
requirement, LOW BOUND, for each simulation. The LOW BOUND is acquired by assuming that the time and energy
overhead of device state transition is 0. A device is shut off whenever it is not required by the currently executing job, and is
3 Most

vendors report only a single switching time and energy overhead. We used this time for twu , tsd and this energy overhead for Pwu , Psd .
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Figure 7. Normalized energy savings with non-preemptible shared resources.
powered up as soon as a job requiring it begins executing. Therefore, the LOW BOUND represents an energy consumption
level that is not achievable for any scheduling algorithm.
The devices used in the experiments are listed in Table 1. The data were obtained from data sheets provided by the
manufacturer. We evaluated the energy savings by the normalized energy savings, which is the amount of energy saved under
a DPM algorithm relative to the case when no DPM technique is used, wherein all devices remain in the active state over the
entire simulation. The normalized energy savings is computed using Equation (15).
Normalized Energy Savings = 1 −

Energy with DPM
Energy with No DPM

(15)

Task sets were randomly generated in all experiments. Each generated task set contained 1 ∼ 8 tasks. Each task required
a random number (0 ∼ 2) of devices from Table 1. The periods of tasks were randomly chosen in the range of [50, 2000].
Resource accessing sections and WCETs of all jobs were randomly generated such that the feasibility condition shown in
Equation (12) is satisfied. We repeated each experiment 500 times and present the mean value.
We did not measure scheduling overhead of EEDS NR in real systems since all algorithms were evaluated with simulations.
Instead, we compared the scheduling overhead of EEDS NR with respect to EDF (BPCP) in our simulations. The relative
scheduling overhead was used to evaluate the scheduling overhead of EEDS NR, which is given by
relative scheduling overhead =

sched overhead with EEDS NR
sched overhead with EDF(BPCP)

−1

The mean value of the relative scheduling overhead of EEDS NR is 11.7%. Considering that the scheduling overhead of EDF
(BPCP) is very low, a relative overhead of 11.7% is very affordable.

6.1. Average energy savings
The first experiment measured the overall performance of EEDS NR. The best/worst case execution time ratio was set to 1.
Figure 7(a) shows the mean normalized energy saving for EEDS NR and LOW BOUND under different system utilizations.
On average, the EEDS NR achieves more than 90% energy savings of LOW BOUND. Note that no power transition overhead
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Figure 8. Comparison of EEDS NR and MDO without non-preemptible shared resources.
is included in the computation of LOW BOUND. Therefore LOW BOUND represents an energy consumption level that is
not achievable for any scheduling algorithm.
In practice, job actual execution times can be less than their WCETs. Unused WCETs can be reclaimed to save energy
under EEDS NR. In this experiment, we evaluate the ability of EEDS NR to save energy by utilizing the slack coming from
unused WCETs. Recall that in our method to compute job slack, unused WCETs are kept in the RT-list and can be used to
increase the job slack of lower priority jobs.
Figure 7(b) shows the normalized energy savings for EEDS NR and LOW BOUND with increasing best/worst case execution time ratios. In this experiment, the actual execution time of a job was randomly generated between the best case
execution time and the worst case execution time. The worst case system utilization is set between 90% and 100%. As shown
in Figure 7(b), EEDS NR saves more energy when the ratio of the best/worst case execution time is smaller, showing that it
can dynamically reclaim unused WCETs to save energy.

6.2. Comparison of EEDS NR and MDO without shared resources
A fully preemptive task set can be treated as a special cases of task sets with 0 shared resources. EEDS NR reduces to
EEDS when task sets are fully preemptive. In this section, we compare the energy saving of EEDS NR with MDO [22],
which is the only published energy-aware device scheduling algorithm for fully preemptive schedules except EEDS. Note
that MDO is an offline method and does not support non-preemptible shared resources. Thus no shared resources were used
in this experiment.
As discussed in Section 2, the MDO algorithm uses a real-time scheduling algorithm, e.g., EDF, to generate a feasible realtime job schedule, and then iteratively swaps job segments to reduce energy consumption in device power state transitions.
After the heuristic-based job schedule is generated, the device schedule is extracted. That is, device power state transition
actions and times are recorded prior to runtime and used at runtime. Although MDO can achieve very good energy savings
(when job execution times are equal to their WCETs), the computation overhead of MDO can be huge and cannot be used
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as an online method. It is reported in [22] that the computational complexity of MDO algorithm is O(pH 2 ), where p is the
number of devices used and H is the hyperperiod of task set.
Figure 8(a) shows the mean normalized energy saving for EEDS NR and MDO under different system utilizations when
the best/worst case execution time ratio is set to 1. On average, MDO performs slightly better than EEDS NR. This is
consistent with our expectations. The reason comes from the fact that this experiment assumed the runtime job execution
is exactly as computed with MDO at the offline phase, i.e., job execution times were equal to their WCETs and job arrival
times were known at the offline phase. In this case, MDO saves more energy by swapping job segments to reduce energy
consumption in device power state transitions. Therefore, MDO performs better in this case.
With more flexibility and much less overhead, EEDS NR performs comparable to MDO. As shown in Figure 8(a), MDO
has additional average energy savings of less than 2.1% over EEDS NR for all system utilizations. And when the system
utilization is less than 70%, EEDS NR performs almost the same as MDO (the additional energy saving is less than 1%).
Figure 8(b) shows the normalized energy savings for EEDS NR and MDO with increasing best/worst case execution time
ratios. As an offline scheduling method, MDO computed all device schedules at the offline phase and applied at runtime,
making it unable to effectively adapt to changes at the runtime. As shown in Figure 8(b), MDO saves less energy than
EEDS NR when the best/worst case execution time ratio is less than 80%.

7

Conclusion
EEDS NR is a hard real-time scheduling algorithm for conserving energy in device subsystems. This algorithm supports

the preemptive periodic tasks with non-preemptible shared resources. As an online scheduling algorithm, EEDS NR is
flexible enough to adapt to changes in the operating environment, and still achieves significant energy savings. Although not
addressed in this paper, our work can be applied to the sporadic task model without any modification. This work provides
the foundation for a family of general, online energy saving algorithms that can be applied to systems with hard temporal
constraints.
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